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dictatorships: ideologies and totalitarianism - assets - not all historians share the view that these two
political ideologies are diametrically opposed. r. pipes in russia under the bolshevik regime, 1917–24, for
example, sees them as having many ‘affinities’ and as competing ‘for the same constituencies’. in particular,
he sees lenin and bolshevism as having far more influence on mussolini and hitler than on the general socialist
... under two dictators - middleburgh - under two dictators has not been in print for 50 years and a new
generation can now read and absorb its lesson from history of the evils of totalitarianism, regardless of political
hue, and wonder at the indomitable repression, political threats, and survival under autocracy repression, political threats, and survival under autocracy abel escribà-folch abelcriba@upf universitat pompeu
fabra abstract. along with the mobilization of political support, repression is one of the two economic
performance of pakistan under democracy and ... - literature identifies two political regimes; democracy
and dictatorship and their role in economic performance. there are different type of democracies and
dictatorships. pakistan has faced parliamentarian democracy and military coup as dictators. pakistan has faced
three successful and three unsuccessful military coups attempts spanning for almost thirty five years. until
2013 pakistan has ... international political science review repression ... - along with the mobilization of
political support, repression is one of the two basic instruments dictators use to stay in power. yet, there is no
systematic investigation analyzing whether repression actually helps by salley winford free [download] under two dictators prisoner of stalin and hitler with an introduction by nikolaus wachsmann pdf full ebook txt
download reading is a hobby to open the data windows. repression, political threats, and survival under
autocracy - political threats to understand how repression affects the likelihood of violent and non- violent
exits from power, and vice versa. the rest of the article is organized as follows. theft under stalin: a
property rights analysis abstract - theft under stalin: a property rights analysis abstract recent work on
dictatorship has focused on how repression is used by dictators to eradicate political opposition. this paper
examines evidence from one of the most important dictatorships of the twentieth century to suggest that this
may tell only half the story. as stalin’s dictatorship progressed, repression was increasingly ... the economic
eﬀects of democracy and dictatorship - the economic eﬀects of democracy and dictatorship carl henrik
knutsen ph.d. thesis department of political science, university of oslo contact: c.hutsen@stv.uio the anatomy
of dictatorship - cambridge university press - under the institutional revolutionary party (pri), saddam
hussein’s iraq, and contemporary china. this book attempts to ﬁll that void. i argue that two conﬂicts
fundamentally shape authoritarian politics. the ﬁrst is between those who rule and those who are ruled. all
dictators face threats from the masses, and i call the political problem of balancing against the majority
excluded ... on dictatorship, economic development and stability - under dictatorship and its political
stability. this will depend ultimately on the distance this will depend ultimately on the distance between the
preferences of the ruled in terms of economic welfare and social order, and the political origins of
dictatorship and democracy. chapter 1 ... - political origins of dictatorship and democracy. chapter 1:
introduction daron acemoglu∗ james a. robinsonƒ this version: january 2003. abstract ∗ department of
economics, massachusetts institute of technology, 50 memorial drive, ma02139. myanmar under the
military rule 1962-1988 - isca - myanmar under the military rule 1962-1988 konsam shakila devi
department of political science, manipur university, canchipur-795003, india available online at: isca, isca
received 11 th july 2014, revised 27 august 2014, accepted 15 september 2014 abstract the paper is an
attempt to analyze the military rule in myanmar from 1962-1988. myanmar gained its independent from
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